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Residual Circulation in Shallow Estuaries
2. Weakly Stratified and Partially
Mixed, Narrow Estuaries
DAVID

A.

JAY AND J. D UNGAN SMITH

G eophysics Program , Unive rs it y of Wash ingt on, S eattle

Lo~g-wave t~eory is ~sed herein to analyze circulation in weakly stratified and partially mixed
estuanes. Unlike the highly stratified systems considered in part I, the flows considered h ere
have only a minimal tidal-frequency internal wave component. These estuaries may therefore be
modeled as the sum of weakly interacting barotropic and baroclinic modes. The dominant factors
driving the residual flow are finite amplitude barotropic effects in weakly stratified estuaries and
a combination of barotropic effects and steady horizontal density gradient forcing in partially
mixed estuaries. The dominant vertical exchange mechanism in the weakly stratified case is
bottom boundary-induced turbulence, and that in partially mixed estuaries is believed to be
random internal wave interactions. A model of the Columbia River Estuary under weakly stratified
conditions accurately predicts the observed residual velocity and salinity fields, and the tidal
amplitude at which a transition to a highly stratified state takes place. The partially mixed state
is unstable in the Columbia Ri ver Estuary because the tides and buoyancy input are both too
strong.

INTRODUCTION: WEAKLY STRATIFIE D AND
PARTIALLY MIXED ESTUARINE FLOWS

e purpose of this article is to investigat e the characestuarine circulation in weakly stratified and parmixed estuaries, using the long-wave perturbation
ds already employed by Jay and Smith [this issue]
after referred to as part 1). Observations suggest
ur analysis will confirm that tidal-frequency inter'llations do not, in contrast to the situation conin part 1, play an important role in these systems.
ous investigations of this class of estuary have foeither on nonlinear residual flow generation mechs associated with a finite amplitude barotropic tide
the residual generated by a mean density gradiIn the latter case , the tide is treated only paramet. We demonstrate herein that these two approaches
ponents of a more general analysis that eliminates
eed for parametric representation of the tide, and
the nature of the dominant vertical exchange mechstrongly influences the character of both tidal and
flows. Barotropic advection of salt by both the
and residual flows plays a much larger role than the
ty-driven circulation in maintaining the salt balance
stratified estuaries. Baroclinic advection of salt
increasingly important in partially mixed estuarmixing weakens and stratification increases.
stratification and strong tidal advection of a
uniform horizontal density field occur throughout
of the tidal month during the low-flow season in
lumbia River Estuary. Strong stratification is obduring and after neap tides, but once the system
ed from highly stratified to weakly stratified after
Jleap, there is little variation in the density field over
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a large part of the tidal month (Figure 1 of part 1) . Velocity and density profiles and density sections (e.g., Figures
4 and 8 , part 1) strongly suggest that bottom boundaryinduced turbulent mixing is able to extend throughout
most of the flow . It is absent only near the free surface,
where the shear nearly vanishes (e.g., Figure 8 of part 1).
Thus a weakly stratified estuary can to a first approximation be treated as a stratified boundary lay er . Furthermore , because bottom boundary- induced turbulence
encompasses a large part of the flow, it is the dominant
process causing the vertical exchange of salt and fresh water on the flood in weakly stratified estuaries. Mixing on
the flood is of particular interest, because observations
(part 1) show and model results confirm that the various
circulation types are most distinct on the flood. The flood
is, therefore, the decisive part of the tidal cycle governing
the form of the residual flow. It is best not to refer to the
"weakly stratified" estuaries discussed as herein as "well
mixed," because the latter implies that stratification is
absent, which is not the case. Although it is weak, stratification is necessary to the maintenance of salinity intrusion [Jay, 1989] and its intensification during periods of
weak tidal forcing causes the spring-neap transition. This
transition (section 3) occurs around the time of the neap
tides (Figure 1 of part 1), when the tidal range decreases
to the point that the gradient Richardson number Rig exceeds a critical value throughout the interior of the flow on
flood. Mixing decreases drastically, and the flow becomes
highly stratified.
The transitions between highly and weakly stratified
regimes is rapid in the Columbia River Estuary (a few
days or one flushing time), and the intermediate, partially mixed regime is only transient . The analysis for
the weakly stratified state is extended in section 4 to the
partially mixed state to investigate this transiency. The
stratification in partially mixed estuaries is sufficient to
extinguish boundary-induced turbulent mixing in the interior. Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities are also largely absent, because the stratification is insufficient to sustain a
tidal-frequency internal oscillation, so tidal shear in the
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interior is relatively weak. In the absence of stronger
mechanisms, random interaction and consequent breaking of internal waves are hypothesized to be the dominant
source of vertical exchange of salt and fresh water. The
identity of the dominant mixing mechanism is less important, however, than the fact that vertical mixing in the
partially mixed state is weak relative to that in the weakly
and highly stratified cases. Model results show that the
partially mixed condition is not stable in the Columbia
River Estuary because the river flow is always sufficient
to return the system to a highly stratified state whenever
turbulen t mixing cannot be maintained in the interior on
flood. Conversely, tidal forcing is strong enough that the
system becomes weakly stratified whenever internal mixing renders a two-layer tidal advance impossible.
The strategy used in this analysis is to develop separate perturbation expansions for the barotropic and baroclinic modes, beginning with the simpler barotropic flow
(sections 2 and 3). Because large, tidal-frequency internal
oscillations are absen t, the 0(1) barotropic mode depends
on the baroclinic mode only insofar as the eddy diffusivity
is affected by the stratification. In the absence of an 0(1)
baroclinic mode, the mean horizontal density gradient is
taken to be spatially and temporally uniform. Tidal advection of the assumed uniform density field then leads to
small vertical and horizontal density variations.
The barotropic analysis of section 2 is formally similar
to that used by Ianniello [1977a, b] to investigate nonlinear generation of residual flow by finite amplitude effects
in a channel of uniform width and depth. This method is
extended to include the salt conservation equation herein.
Ianniello demonstrated that a vertically integrated analysis of barotropically forced residual flow was inadequate
to describe processes as basic as the direction of residual
particle transport near the bed, because substantial shear
and flow reversal may develop in the barotropic residual current, just as in a steady density-driven flow. This
conclusion is considerable amplified when barotropic and
baroclinic effects are combined herein, because damping
by stratification of vertical turbulent exchange allows the
shear to be much greater.
From an internal long wave point of view, the flow in
weakly stratified and partially mixed estuaries is degenerate, because of the absence of an 0(1) internal wave
motion. Our baroclinic analysis thus resembles that first
developed by Hansen and Rattray [1965] for the "cen tral
regime" and used in numerous subsequent studies. In the
cen tral regime theory, the assumption of a constan t (in
time and space) along-channel salinity gradient throughout the central part of an estuary (along-channel similarity), use of a constant vertical eddy diffusivity and representation of tidal salt advection in terms of a horizontal
mixing coefficient allow reduction of the steady, coupled
nonlinear momentum, mass, and salt conservation equations to a linear system in one independent variable (the
vertical coordinate). Our analysis eliminates the arbitrary
constan ts in central regime theory by represen ting tidal
advection explicitly and appropriately specifying the vertical eddy diffusivity. Moreover, it makes possible for the
first time characterization of both barotropic and baroclinic effects in estuarine circulation without recourse to
numerical models.

2.

DEVELOPMENT AND SOLUTION OF
THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The geometry assumed for the weakly stratified
is the same as was assumed in the two-layer case (
1) - the channel is narrow and of uniform width
depth. As before, the flow is assumed to be essent
two-dimensional in the along-channel and vertical d
tions. This excludes systems in which the salt b
maintained by horizon tally extensive (in two dimensi
chaotic eddy dispersion processes. The basic soIut"
termined for the constant width and depth case is
modified to accoun t for the along-channel decrease in
transport caused by salt water flowing out over the
tensive tidal flats in the lower Columbia River .r;SitU.V.
Because the salt balance in the weakly stratified r
is maintained primarily by the tidal flow, the pro
effect of this along-channel decrease in tidal tralnSl)Ol&'lla
a small, along-channel compression in the spacing
density contours. This effect was unimportant in
because the stratification confined the salt to the
channels.
Topographic effects are excluded from the present
ysis, just as in part 1. This assumes that the springtransition, like the neap-spring transition, is caused
global change in mixing processes throughout the
ary, rather than by a topographically mediated proce
a particular point. The limited role of specific topogra
features under weakly stratified conditions is supporte
the small along-channel changes in stratification in
ures 4a-4c of part 1 as the flow passes over a series of
and holes. It is also hard to imagine how the springtransition could be caused by an isolated deep hole i
channel bottom, because vigorous mixing would occ
the flood just upstream of the hole. A model of sal
intrusion in a weakly stratified channel of constant
and depth is therefore a reasonable first step tow
more complete analysis of a channel with variable
and depth. The success of Ianniello's [1979, 1981]
ysis of barotropic flow over topography suggests tha
presen t analysis can be extended to include so long
flow does not become fully three-dimensional.
The analysis follows from the equations for con
tion of vertical and horizontal momentum, mass and
The hydrostatic assumption is made, because the
zontal scale is, as in all long waves, very large relati
the vertical. No horizontal diffusion term is includ
the mass conservation equation, because tidal adv
of salt is explicitly represented and horizontal turb
diffusion may be assumed small relative to horizont
vection and vertical turbulent mixing. It is conv
to divide the flow into weakly interacting barotropi
baroclinic modes. This is possible because the baro
flow is only O( t:) and none of the bilinear terms i
momentum and salt conservation equations involvi
baroclinic variables appear in the 0(1) tidal freq
perturbation equations to follow. The velocity m
written

v = Vi + V

t

W=Wi+Wt
where

V is

horizontal velocity and

W is vertical
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"i" refers to the baroclinic (internal) mode
"t" refers to the barotropic mode.

ratified case

Barotropic Mode

case (part

idlh ana

he governing equations for the barotropic mode are a
et of the full equations
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This assumption is used because the nonlinear terms that
drive the overtide and residual flows scale as O(fb) in the
analysis that follows. It is, moreover, commonly observed
that both the residual and overtide flows are mall relative
to the basic tidal flow near e tuary mouths. Equations
at residual and overtide frequencies appear at O(fb)j of
these , only the residual flow equations will be di cussed
here.

The Barotropic Tidal Flow
(2a)
over the ex·
ver

Etnary,

(2b)

~tified

regime
the principal
I tran port ~
acing 01 the
nt in part 1,
o the deeper

a

a.x. .

j

h

......

...

Ut dz

-H

ah

+ --;:::-t
at

=

0

-.

H

We =Ub-Wt
.A

h=

(h

( 4c)

X=

.Ax

'?= Hz
t
t =w

(3)

arotropic tidal wavelength;
16 m;
tidal amplitude, equal to 1 mj
4
tidal frequency, equal to 1.4 X 10- s-l.

(1)

(4a)

(4b)

Ianniello [(1977 a, bJ in
sis of barotropic residual circulation in a uniform
el in the absence of baroclinic forcing. The pern analysis and solution of these equations herein
tical to Ianniello's, except for minor differences in
ng and notation and a different treatment of the eddy
sivity. The equations are scaled and nondimensionunder the assumption that in a channel of uniform
section, the along-channel length scale is set by the
wave length:
UbUt

(Km

a1u~
a
81U~)
-at- - 8z wH2
az-

(2c)

horizon tal distance;
vertical distance;
time;
surface elevation;
9.8 m s-2;
vertical eddy diffusivity;
depth of flow.

Ut =

The 0(1) equations of motion and continuity that result
from the perturbation expansion of the nondimensional
versions of (2a) and (2b) are:

bles without carets are nondimensional. This scaling
es that the tidal flow is unaffected by the variations
baroclinic flow on shorter length scales. The perturparameter is fb = (/ H, the ratio of tidal amplitude
tho As discussed in part 1, fb is a Froude numat indicates the extent of barotropic nonlinearity
channel. The perturbation expansion yields terms
. ous frequencies and order. The various terms in
order and each frequency must balance one another.
ssumed that only the tidal frequency flow is 0(1).

The left superscript indicates the frequency of the term
("0" for mean flow, "1" for tidal flow, and "2" for overtides), and the right superscript indicates the order in the
perturbation expansion ("0" for highest order and "I" for
O( fb». Nondimensional, tidal-frequency mass conservation (equation (4c) differs from (2c) in that the upper
bound of the integral is the mean position of the free surface. The time average of the remainder of the integral
(from the mean position of the free surface to its instantaneous position) is in general, nonzero. This correlation
of fluid particle displacement and velocity is the Stokes
drift and represents the mass carried forward in the crests
of the waves but not carried backward in the troughs. It
appears below in the O(fb) continuity equation.
Solution of (4a) to (4c) requires an assumption concerning the form of the eddy diffusivity Km. There are three
basic options: (1) numerical integration of using an eddy
diffusivity profile determined by a simple turbulence closure with a stratification correction, (2) use of a piecewise
continuous eddy diffusivity profile that allows analytical
integration of (4a), if appropriate matching conditions are
specified, and (3) assumption of a constant (in the vertical) eddy diffusivity with a modified bottom boundary
condition to allow a small slip velocity, so that the analytical solution yields the same velocity as a logarithmic
profile at a matching depth near the bottom. The first alternative would be the method of choice in a study where
detailed predictions for a particular estuarine topography
were required. The purpose of this study is not, however, to calculate site-specific flow fields, but to obtain
a qualitative understanding of the important flow processes through direct, analytical solution of the governing equations. Ianniello [1977b, 1979, 1981] has shown by
comparison of flow fields calculated with and without topography that convective accelerations associated with topographic effects, and differen t parameterizations of K m
cause changes in the velocity profile of similar order in
a neutrally stratified flow. In a stratified flow, complex
interactions between topography, shear and stratification
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can be expected. It seems logical, therefore, to exclude
topography and begin with the simplest possible form of
Krn.
This leaves the second and third alternatives. Both of
these allow analytical solution of (4a) to (4c) and are superior to use of a constant eddy diffusivity with a noslip boundary condition, because a proper boundary shear
stress and approximately correct mixing in the interior
may be simultaneously achieved. A stratification correction based on the results of the baroclinic mode analysis
may be added to either of these two alternatives by iteration between the barotropic and baroclinic mode calculations. Given the purpose of this study, either alternative
would be acceptable, but the third has been adopted, because it leads to simpler algebra.
The assumption of a constant eddy diffusivity allows
a separation of variables; the tidal surface elevation and
horizontal velocity may be represented:

1

h~(x, t) :

Re ( M(x)e

i

where q is complex wave number. The condition at infinity
(equation (7 d)) allows only an incident wave, which damps
as it propagates; there is no reflected wave. Ianniello'.
[1977a, b] solution for constant Kt/ is recovered, if the slip
velocity at the boundary 1 V~ is set to zero. The vertical
velocity 1 W tO may then be found from (4b) and the first
integral of (6a). Use of the boundary condition

(9a)

=0
-1

determines

1

W tO as

The Barotropic Residual Flow
The O(fb) residual momentum and continuity equa.tions
that result from the perturbation expansion of (2a) and
(2b) are

.)

(5)
1

U.O(x, z, t) : Re

(iM' (x)p(z)e

i

')

1UO
(

where a prime indicates a spatial derivative and Re(f)
is the real part of the complex function f. Conservation
of momentum (equation (4a)) and mass (equation (4c))
become:
p" - 2im2 P = -2im2
(6a)

M" + (1 + _,_.
p'
2m

)

2

-1

M= 0

t

a 1 U~ + 1 WO a 1 Uto) =

ax

az

t

(lOa)

a °u 1 + ___
a OWlt
ax
az

___
t

= 0

(6b)

(106)

(lOc)

-1

where m is the nondimensional depth, equal to [wH2/
(2K)P/2. The boundary conditions for (6a) are a slip
condition at the bed (at z = -1) and an unstressed free
surface (at z = 0):

(lOd)
where

Qs

= 1V~O

1U O
t

(7a)

= 1UtO

1h?

°

is Stokes drift, Q R is nondimensional river flow, and 7 is
tidal cycle average of f. Conservation of mass (lOc) ina_
1UO
_
_
t
dicates
that the divergence of the horizon tal tra sport is
(7b)
=0
az
. balanced by the divergence of the Stokes drift. The Stokes
drift arises physically from the forward mass transport
Those for (6b) require specification of the tidal amplitude
caused by the finite amplitude of the tidal wave. This
at the entrance and far upriver:
nonlinearity scales with the perturbation para eter E6·
Mathematically, the Stokes drift term comes from a time
1hO=Ho at x=O
(7 c)
average of a Taylor series representation (truncated after
(7d)
1h = 0
at x = 00
two terms) of the portion of the transport integral (equation (2c)) that lies between the mean position of the free
The solutions to (6a)-(6c) with conditions (7a) to (7d)
surface
at z=O and the actual free surface. There is a
are
corresponding term at the frequency of the first overtide.
(Sa)
P(z) = 1 + Acosh(l + i)mz
The validity of this truncation is indicated by the fact
1VO - 1
that the next term in the expansion vanishes so long as
A=
3
(Sb)
the free surface is unstressed. The result (equation (lOd»
cosh(l + i)m
of integration o!)mass conservation (equation (lOC» from
iqx
(Sc)
M(x) = Hoex to infinity under the assumption that all river flow en-1/2
ters at the upstream end of the system. The validity of
q=
+ _i_pI
(Sd)
(lOa) is subject to the demonstration below that no 0(1)
)
2m 2
-1
baroclinic flow exists to add additional driving te
-1

°

°

(1
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)n at infinity

"hich damps
lanniello'l
~d I if the slip
The vertical
.nd the first

aluation of the time averages in the Stokes drift Qs
the nonlinear driving terms in (lOa) is carried out
ng (equation (13)) of part 1, (5), (6b), (8c), and (9),
their complex conjugates:

[~M". M' (1 -

-'-'
2m 2 p'.

Qs = Re 2

on

) p ]

=

J 1U~dt

=

Re{ ~; M"· M' [IPI'

(lla)

+

°

-1

U$
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P' (z+

a ;~tO +

1+

J

1 WtOdt

2~> P'tJ])

a ;~p

(14)

(9a)

The vertical integral of Us is the Stokes drift equation (lla». This completes the determination of the
barotropic velocity field.

"'J

I

(lIb)

(91)

equations
of (2a) and

(lOa)

verticals indicate the absolute value of a complex
ction and an asterisk denotes a complex conjugate.
boundary conditions applied are, once again , zero
at the free surface and a slip condition at the bed.
frequency momentum conservation (equation (lOa»
then be integrated twice, repeatedly using integration
parts. The residual velocity °Ut1 is
°Ut1 = Re

°

(IO!)
[

(lOc)

a hI
2m2 _ _t

{

ax

O2 Z

z2

-

2

+ 0 3 + m 2 M"· M'

i ( p.
+ -z222m2
+ --

+ _l_IP'
12 _
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8m

- 3 P)

(1 _-'-'
2m2

p'.

)
-1

(lOd)

x

(z- p,)
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2m2

i
2m2

+--zp

,
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and 7is
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. tran pa~
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o loog as
. n (Iod))
atlo
(IOC)) fralll
'ver flow en'
_I'dityaf
e VIII )
~hat nO 0(1
terpls.
o

(12)

constants O 2 and 03 are given by

O2 =

(1 _-'-' p'. )p
-1

C _oV l
2
3 $t - m
X

(

-C2

(13a)

2m2

a Ih~ --a;:-

m

0

2M".M'

i (1 VO)2
+ -322m2
- -3i- I v 0 - -4m 2
$

$

+ _3_ lp'

12 __,_
.

8m4

2m2
-1

p,.)

(13b)

-1

solution for °U I «12) and (13a, b» are exactly as
t
1
n by Ianniello [1977a,
b) for 0v.,lt
V$
O. F'maII y,
the salinity field is advected by the total Lagrangian
city, it is useful to determine the Stokes velocity Us
by Longuet-Higgins [1969], such that the total
angian velocity 0
is the sum of 0 UtI and Us:

= °=

ul

Character of the Baroc1inic Flow

The highly stratified flow analyzed in part 1 was
strongly baroclinic - the 0(1) equations describe a salt
wedge advance and retreat driven in part by a barotropic
tide. Observational evidence suggests, however, that a
baroclinic flow of comparable strength does not exist
in the weakly stratified case. The dominant feature is
barotropic tidal advection of the density field. The relative success of the Hansen and Rattray [1965] and other
similar models that do not represent explicitly the tidal
flow also argues that 0(1) baroclinic motions do not exist
in this case. One physical reason for the nonexistence of
this 0(1) mode is the absence (at 0(1» of a gravitational
restoring force.
The weakness of the gravitational restoring force can be
demonstrated by scaling and nondimensionalizing the relevant internal wave equation. Manipulation of the equations expressing the conservation of momentum, mass,
and salt to obtain this wave equation is the same as that
normally used for internal waves in a continuously stratified flow field [e.g., Turner, 1973] except that vertical
diffusion, tidal advection of the density field, a horizontal
density gradient, and barotropic forcing must included.
This equation may then be expressed in terms of a regular perturbation expansion. The result is an 0(1) equation for horizontal velocity Ui or vertical velocity Wi containing a stress divergence term that is fourth order in
z. The gravitational restoring force term proportional to
N2 = - 9 / Po (Op / az) does not, however, appear at lowest
order, because the stratification is weak. Jay [1987] has
analyzed the inviscid analog (neglecting the stress divergence) of the above 0(1) wave equation and shown that
because of the lack of a gravitational restoring force, it
lacks physically meaningful wave solutions.
The perturbation parameter used in the above expansion remains to be specified. Its identity explains in part
the relationship of the present analysis to that in part 1
for the highly stratified state. Because the present perturbation analysis is designed to investigate the possible
existence of 0(1) tidal-frequency internal wave motion,
the perturbation parameter li should measure the tendency for wavelike motion to occur. It is conveniently
nondimensionalized by a measure of the strength of the
steady horizontal density gradient. The horizontal density forcing in the internal wave equation mentioned in the
previous paragraph is stronger than the vertical buoyant
forcing by the ratio
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(15)
where
M2= (-g/po) (Op/ax);
L$ salinity intrusion length;
Po reference density;
D..pv scale top-to-bottom vertical density
difference;
D..Ph scale horizontal density difference along
the estuary.

Steady Flow Driven by a Horizontal Density Gradierd

The inverse root of this ratio €i = (D..Pv/D..Ph)1/2 is the
desired perturbation expansion parameter. So long as €i is
small, no 0(1) tidal frequency internal wave motion will
occur, because the gravitational restoring force is weak
relative to the horizon tal density forcing. The relationship of €i to the perturbation parameter for the two-layer
case can be understood by defining a velocity scale for the
putative 0(1) baroclinic mode, as driven by the horizontal density gradien t. The appropriate baroclinic velocity
scale Ui is then
Ui

=

D..Ph
)
( --gH

1/2

0(1) baroclinic motion at tidal frequencies is possible only
when D..Pv dominates over D..Ph, but this is precisel he
two-layer case analyzed in part 1. Thus, as suggested by
observations (e.g., Figures 4a-4c of part 1), the 0(1) a.roclinic, tidal-frequency mode may be neglected in the
alysis of weakly stratified estuarine flow that follows.

The results of the previous section justify the ass mption that baroclinic flows in weakly stratified estuarie are
weak. The absence of 0(1) tidal-frequency, baroclinic velocity allows a greatly simplified analysis of the baroclinic
mode, because zero-frequency nonlinear interaction between the barotropic and baroclinic modes are not poemble before 0(€2). The tidal advection of the salinity field
is, however, a very prominent feature in the observa ions,
and the absence of an 0(1) baroclinic velocity doe not
exclude barotropic advection of the salinity field fro the
0(1) analysis. The first problem is therefore to determine
this advection under the assumption that the horizoatu
density forcing is nearly constant. The salinity and alinity gradien t are assumed to be of the form

(16a)

Po

and the internal scaling Froude number Fi is the inverse

S(x, z, t)

=

So [1 SO(x, t) + °SO(x)
+<;(Os,<x,Z)+ l Sl(x,z,t)

(16b)
where

+'Sl(X,z,t») +0«;)']

The expansion parameter for the two-layer case (part 1)
was an internal scaling Froude number and is therefore
equivalent to the inverse of €i. The analyses of estuarine flow herein and in part 1 thus define two asymptotic
cases - strongly and weakly stratified - that suffice to
describe the circulation during most of the tidal month in
the Columbia River Estuary. The perturbation parameter in each case measures the tendency of the system to
undergo a transition to the other state. In the two-layer
case, the internal tidal motion was largely responsible for
the generation of residual flow. In the weakly stratified
flow discussed here, the barotropic tidal motion will turn
out to be dominant.
That the internal Froude number is much greater than
1 suggests a second physical reason why tidal-frequency
internal oscillations are not observed in weakly stratified
estuaries: if they existed, then the interfacial mixing induced by their presence would cause destruction (by internal mixing) of the stratification that supported these
oscillations. To prove this, it suffices to show that the
vertical mixing scale length D.. i in the presence of such
a hypothetical internal oscillation is greater than H, the
depth of the flow. Proceeding as in (ISb) of part 1, and
taking Ui for an 0(1) internal oscillation in the presence
of strong horizontal density forcing as per (16a),

18s)

+€i(a OS 1 (x,Z) + a1 s 1(x,z,t)
ax

ax

+a'Sl~:,z,t») +0«;)']

(186)

where: S is the dimensional salinity and So is the alinity scale (So
33 ppt). °SO(x) represents the 'near
mean salinity gradient, and ISO(x, t) is the tidal adv ction
thereof. Stratification is weak and appears only at (Ed·
Only the tidal and O(€i) steady values will be calc lated
here; °S1 (x, z) will be referred to as the salinity elect.
Assumption of a spatially uniform horizontal salinity Ir....
dien t requires that So (0 SO (x» and So (ao SO / ax) be given
by So(1 - ~/L.) and -So/L., respectively.
The advection of the uniform horizontal densit field
is calculated using a vertically integrated 0(1) s 'nity
equation. The vertically integrated form is obtained by
starting from

=

(19)
D..i = RigU:
g'

> Ri
9

D..Ph H
D..Pv

>H

(17)

Tidal-frequency, internal oscillations are then inconsistent with the weakly stratified state. Stable, wavelike

in dimensional variables. Vertical advection and turbulent
exchange are neglected here because SO and 1 SO e Usumed independent of z. Vertical integration of the Dondi-

°
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mensional form of (19) yields an 0(1) integrated tidal salt
bal ance:
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_
_ =
at
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wL,
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U O dz
t

(20)

T he time integral of (20) with the linear, time-averaged
gradient added is

assump·

aries are
:linic ve·
aroclinic
~ ions be·
ot possi·
nity field
rvations,
does not
from the
etermine
orizontal
.nd salin·

(18a)

1 SO

= Re [Ub

wL,

X

(

M' (x)

i
I
1 +--p
2m 2

(21)

T he assumption of a uniform horizontal density gradient advected by the tides has the interesting result that
it produces, because of the along-channel decay in the
tid al currents, a small tidal vari ation in the horizon tal
density gradient. Because damping length of the tidal
wave (l/Im(q» is much longer than L" this is not an
0 (1) phenomenon, but it does suggest a reason for the
observed tidal cycle variations in horizontal density gradient in Figures 4a-4c of part 1. Water and salt parcels
near the entrance are more strongly advected during the
tid al cycle than water and salt parcels further upstream.
T he result is a compression of the salinity contours on
fl ood and a dilation on ebb. As discussed in part 1 , the
~ i d al flats near the entrance are responsible for the observed sharp decrease in tidal transport in the upstream
direction. The uniform channel, barotropic tidal model
used here does not include these tidal flats and underestimates the along-channel transport divergence in the lower
part of the Columbia River Estuary; (21) similarly underestimates the tidal cycle variation in horizontal density
forci ng.
The dimensional equations for the baroclinic mean circulation are

ah'
as " a (K m -au,
)
O=-g~ +ga--:;::::z+-a
a"Z
ax
ax
z

(18~)

cause of the definition of the baroclinic flow as a zero
transport mode. Without this slope, there would be a net
inward transport of water in the barocHnic mode (which
would have to be compensated in the barotropic mode)
because the baroclinic pressure gradient is inward at all
depths. The Lagr~ian velocity UI., rather than the mean
Eulerian velocity U t appears in (22b) because salt is advected by the Lagrangian flow, not just the Eulerian flow.
The purpose of (22d) is to specify the salinity intrusion
length L, by requiring that salt be conserved in an integral sense. Essentially, (22d) states that the sum of inward
salt transports is balanced against outward transport by
the total mean flow. The river flow QR appears in (22d)
because the vertical integral of the Lagrangian current UI.
is QR (equation (10d»; that is , QR is the sum of the
Stokes drift and the integral of the Eulerian mean flow.
The baroclinic velocity f,U, does not appear in (22d) because the baroclinic flow is an internal mode which integrates to zero.
The O( fa) equations will be solved under the assumptions that the vertical eddy diffusivity K m is constantin
the vertical and equal to the mass diffusivity K p; that is,
the turbulent Prandtl number is unity. In nondimensional
form, (22a) to (22d) are

(23a)

a20 s i
fb H2Ub °U 1
- - 2- = - - ----I.
f, KpL,
az

H 2U,

---- °ul
KpL,

1 Ub a ISO 0Ul
+f, -wL,
- ax

a °u~, + ____
a °W~a_
____
ax

az

(23b)

= 0

(23c)

(24)

(22a)
where

(22b)

1/2

= a ( ~gH
= 0.25 )
Po
(, = 0.1 - 0.2m = O(f,()
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at O(fi)'
;alculated
ty defect.
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+ 0 SO
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The 0(1) baroclinic mode is absent; thus the baroclinic
velocity scale for the mean flow U, is
times that specified by (16). The baroclinic velocity field and surf~ce
slope can be found by integrating (23a) and (23c), usmg
zero stress at the surface, a slip velocity at the bed, and
the constraint that the baroclinic flow is a zero transport
mode. The result is

f,

(22c)

(22d)

)51'ty

(19)
turbulent
SO are a:'
Ihe non dl '

here

VI.

+ Us;

barotropic Lagrangian velocity, equal to V t
density, equal to po(1 + as);
I
haline contraction coefficient, approximately equa.
to 7.8 X 10- 4 ;
vertical mass diffusivity.
.
represen t respectIvely,
conserva t'on
I of momentum,
,
alt , and mass and integral salt conserva t'IOn. The
. baro. '
.
0h 1 '
(22a)
anses
benlcally induced surface elevatIOn
,m

(25a)

p
a

Owl = 0

(25b)

(25c)
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where

Thus for r1 > > 0 V a\ , the baroclinic velocity is proportional to the cube of the depth, the horizontal density
gradient, and the inverse of the eddy diffusivity. oUr depends weakly on x, because of the x dependence of 8S/8x
(equation (21)) and La in q. If r1 is taken constant,
then continuity requires that the mean baroclinic vertical
velocity 0
vanish everywhere, as it vanishes at the bed.
Integration of (23 b) to determine the salinity defect as
a function of depth requires calculation of the nonlinear,
tidal advection term

Wl

i,.
--p
-~(p-p )

+ ( C2
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+ 2m2

- _3
16m 4

16m 4

o

81_
SO =
1UO _
t
8x

[~M". M' P (1 -

Ub Re
wLa
2

_1)]

-'-'2 p'.
2m

+~
(IPI
16m

A modified form of the tidal advection will be introduced
later, to account for the enhanced advection associated
with the presence of tidal flats near the entrance. The
requisite boundary conditions are zero salinity defect and
zero salt flux at the bed. The salinity defect is then the
salinity deviation from the surface salinity specified by the
0(1) tidal salinity equation (21). Imposition of integral
salinity conservation (equation (24)) allows the additional
constraint of zero salt flux at the bed also to be met.
Integration of the salt conservation equation (23b) gives
the salinity defect:

1 Ub
+
-fa wLa

1% 1%
0

8 1SO
_ _ _ lUO
8x
t

0

dz dz

(27)

The three integrals contributing to the salinity defect are
given by
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The salinity defect is the sum of terms arising from
ucts of the mean horizontal salinity gradient with
mean barotropic and mean baroclinic velocities, and
the tidal salinity gradient with the tidal velocity.
barotropic effect may be further broken down into p
driven by the Stokes drift velocity and the mean E
dan velocity. The first integration shows that the s
gradient at any depth due to any of these effects is c
trolled by the sign of the transport bet ween the su
and that depth. The baroclinic flow, since it is a z
transport mode which is outward at the surface, will y
a stable stratification except at the bed, where the
ity defect gradient goes to zero as the transport integr
to zero. The Eulerian mean flow transport also yi
stable salinity gradient, so long as there is a nonzero (
ward) river flow. The tidal advective salt transport t
however, gives a tendency to vertical instability. The
tically integrated salt balance of (24) requires that the
tical salt flux (and thus the total salinity defect gradi
vanish at the surface and the bed. This requirement
termines the mean salinity intrusion length La (and t
the value of the mean salinity gradient) so that
no net loss or gain of salt. The two barotropic con
tions to the salinity defect gradient must then cancel
another at the bed.

Modifications and Additions to the Analytical Solut

(28a)

There are four areas in which the barotropic and b
clinic solutions presented above require modificati
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tions, so that predictions can be made for the ColumRiver Estuary. First, the baroclinic solution is only
. cable at those times and places where a salinity grat is present. That is, the computer code that implets the analytical solution must distinguish between
. c, estuarine, and fluvial water masses. Second, the
tical solu tions do not specify the value of co efficien ts
ertical exchange of momentum and mass. This is parlarly cd tical in that the stratification calculated from
baroclinic solution reduces the vertical mixing below
expected in a neutrally stratified flow. Third, the slip
'ty in each part of the analytical solution must be
ated. Finally, the analytical solutions, while correct
a channel of uniform cross section, do not reproduce
dilation and contraction of the density field during the
cycle that is observed in the prototype system. This
ability in the horizon tal densi ty gradien t is caused by
along-channel variability in transport induced by the
nce of large tidal flats in the lower estuary.
etermination of the proper eddy and mass diffusivities
'res iteration between the barotropic and baroclinic
The vertically integrated barotropic transport
of (10) of part 1 can be used to provide an iniestimate of the neutral eddy diffusivity Kn (assumed
ant through the tidal cycle) by expressing the bound11.; in terms of the tidal cycle maximum

J
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that suggested by Businger et al. [1971]. Wieringa [1980]
has argued for f3 == 6.9, but the difference is of minimal
importance in this context.
Because Scr and Rig are functions of depth, it is necessary to choose the correction at a particular depth (z~)
to use with the vertically uniform eddy diffusivity in the
analytical model. We assume that the most appropriate
depth ljes between the maximum in Long's neutral eddy
diffusivity profile at about Z == -0.84 and about middepth (z
-0.5). Below z
-0.84, turbulent eddy size
is directly dependent on distance from the boundary, and
as the bed is approached, strong shear and strong vertical
mixing will be presen t under all conditions. At the free
surface, the flow will always be inviscid so long as the free
surface is unstressed, and profile data (e.g., Figure 6 of
part 1) suggest that much of the outer half of the flow
is in viscid even when mixing is strong throughout the remainder of the water column. A depth of z~ == -0.25 was
therefore adopted for the model runs presented here.
The slip velocities V3 in each analytical solution is the
constant that must be added to a parabolic velocity profile
so that the parabolic profile and a log profile (both with
the same friction velocity as the analytical solution) are
equal at the matching depth Zm. In each case, the appropriate friction velocity has been defined from a vertically
integrated force balance. This procedure corresponds to
the assumption that the time-dependent flow is governed,
at peak flood or ebb, by a balance of pressure gradient
versus stress divergence. Thus for the 0(1) tidal flow,

=

=

(29a)

(tl

x=o

(29b)

ku.H

Kn=-r-

(29c)

e Cd is the drag coefficient and r = 6.24. This (con) value of Kn was used by Rattray and Mitsuda
] for the outer part of the flow. It was matched
linear profile close to the bed at a matching height
-0.8 and is based on pipe flow measurements of
e [19591. In the present analysis, the eddy d.iffusivit.y
sumed constant with depth, and the no-slIp condlis relaxed instead. This initial estimate of the eddy
vity Krn (and of the mass diffusivity K p , assu~ing
lent Prandtl number of unity) is refined by Iterbetween the baroclinic and barotropic parts of the
using a stratification correction based on a gradii~hardson number Rig formed from the stratification
e mean flow and the shear in the total flow. The
fication correction Scr used is that defined by Long

=

(30)
Ri is the flux Richardson number and is equ~l ~o
J
r Kp/Km = 1. The value of (3('== 4.7) used herem IS

where In is the natural logarithm and k is von Karman's
constant, equal to 004. To evaluate the correct matching depth, numerical experiments have been made using
matching depths between Z = -0.9 and z == -O.B. Differences in flow profiles and slip velocities were minor, and
Zm == -0.85 was adopted for further runs. The bed roughness has been specified as Zo = 0.00065 H, a typical value
for large tidal rivers with fully developed bed forms.
Correct reproduction of the along-channel variation in
tidal transport, as modified by the presence of tidal flats,
is necessary to achieve the observed tidal dilation and contraction of the density field during the tidal cycle (Figure
4a and 4b of part 1). Correct specification of this dilation and contraction is in turn necessary to calculate the
tidal correlation contribution to the salinity defect. It can
readily be shown [Perroud, 1958] that an exponentially
decreasing width of the form b = boe-'"r1:l) contributes a
e-'"rl X / 2 term to the tidal transport. The modified forms
of the 0(1) salinity and salinity gradient are
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where
'V=
""{1

""{2=

bt
bll

(1 + ",,{2e-'Yl/2Z);

0.0

e-folding factor for the channel width, '"
(b t - bll ) /b ll ~ 0.4;
total width;
stream width.

410

-0.5

ESTUARINE FLOWS

Tidal Circulation

Basic properties of the weakly stratified estuarine flows
were investigated using a nondimensional river flow of
QR = 0.1 to 0.15 (as in part 1) and tidal amplitudes
Ho = 1.0 to 2.5 m. Typical peak flood flows are shown
in Figures la, and 1b and peak ebb flows are shown in
Figures 2a, and 2b for QR
0.15 and Ho
1.7 m. The
position of x = 0 is set to the entrance bar at RM{river
mile)-1.5 (km-2.4).
The predicted flood and ebb velocity fields (Figures 1b
and 2b) can be interpreted in terms of the harmonic decomposition that is the basis of the model calculations.
The tidal-frequency flow is perfectly reversing at every
point. The entire effect of the ebb-flood asymmetry in
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The values of ""{1 and ""{2 are chosen on the basis of actual along-channel variations in tidal flat width for the
Columbia River Estuary. Using this form of the salinity
gradient, a revised tidal correlation salinity defect contribution can be calculated.
The above modifications and additions to the analytical solution allow realistic simulations of the velocity and
density field in the Columbia River Estuary.
3.

<

km;

1.5

x/La

Fig. 1. Weakly stratified flow model predictions of (a) salinity
in parts per thousand and (b) along-channel velocity in meters
per second for peak flood. Top to bottom stratification is 0.1 to
0.2 ppt in Figure la.

_1.0~---_---JL-----======*====::':
- 0~'=:J2
0.0

0.5

1.0

1. 5

b
~ig.

2. Weakly stratified flow model predictions of salinity (_)
parts per thousand and (b) along-channel velocity in me
per second for peak ebb. The shear is larger than on the fl
because the mean shear and the tidal shear have the same si <OIl
ebb, whereas they are of opposite sign on flood. Note the flo
ebb variation of the horizontal density gradient, as discusse
the text.

In

the model then, stems from the mean flow. Velocities
shears are greatest on ebb, because the tidal shear
velocity are augmented by the mean flow. In contr t
the mean flow (outward, except very close to the bed)
reduces on flood both the total velocity and total sh
The predicted density field in Figures la and 2a re toduces very well the observed advection and the dila ••
and contraction of the density field during the tidal c
(Figures 4a and 4b of part 1). The model underestim
the stratification, which is several parts per thousan
the prototype but only 0.1 to 0.2 ppt in the model.
can be explained in terms of the errors introduced by
assumption in the model of an eddy diffusivity K m,
stan t in the verticaL The calculated gradient Richar
number Rig is subcritical throughout the entire flo
to about z = -0.1, and the turbulence is strongly in
ited only in the outer 10-20% of the flow, as indic
by the calculated stratification correction Scr = 1 (Figure 3). It is believed that the flow and density
near the bed are accurate, because the tidal amplitu
which the spring-neap transition occurs is correctly
dieted, as discussed below. In reality, however, even
erate stratification suffices to render the outer part 0
flow inviscid (e.g., in Figure 6 of part 1), allowin
hanced shear and stratification to develop. This situ
is portrayed schematically by the hypothetical "cor
Rig and Scr curves in Figure 3, showing complete.
bition of turbulence in the outer 40% of the flow.
predicted shear and stratification near the times of lack
water are probably also less than those observed thro
out the water column, because of the weak mixing at e8e
times. A braham [1988] has concluded, however, that eveD
sophisticated turbulence models have difficulty calc 1 ting properties at slack water , because the weakeni ,of
the tidal flow allows Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities that
are not represented in most turbulence models to be temporarily import an t. Thus even a large increase in ccnDputational effort over the presen t model may not g
11
improve the calculated densi ty field.
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Model predictions and hypothetical correct values of Rig
for peak flood at x = O. The model predicts that only
10% of the flow should be inviscid, which is an undere. The error arises from the assumption of the constant
vertical) eddy diffusivity (see text).
tion of the Residual Circulation

residual density and flow fields predicted by the
are shown in Figures 4a and 4b. The model does
represen ting the mean, along-channel salinity varibut, as for the flood and ebb flows, less well in
ucing the stratification . The decrease in mean horsalinity gradient at either end of the estuary is,
, well reproduced. This weakening is caused by
nee of horizon tally uniform water masses (ei ther
c or fluvial) during part of the tidal cycle. In the
there is undou btedly also a decrease in the mean
gradien t at the two ends of the system caused
continuous nature of the instantaneous horizontal
gradient at either end of the system; no attempt
made to reproduce this effect in the model. The rms
in predicting the salinity at the 12 available current
locations is 2.1 ppt , relative to a salinity difference
ppt between fresh and salt water. Almost all of this
Occurs at the three meters at x ~ 0.5. The predicted
gradien t is too small sea ward of this station and
ge landward of it. It is not known whether this erassociated with an incorrect represen tation of tidal
ts on water transport , topographic irregularities
channel, or salt input from peripheral channels.
model velocity field (Figure 4b) correctly predicts
of the velocity at all meters, and it correctly prethat the vertical shear and upstream bottom flow in
ward half of the channel are much reduced relative
two-layer case (Figure llb of part 1). The obserat x = 0.12, which show an outflow stronger than
by the model , should be viewed in light of obserreported by Jay and Smith [1989], which show the
8ectional variation in the mean along-channel velocthe lower estuary. As discussed in part 1 the meters
0.12 are in a location strongly favoring outflow.
"nflow occurs elsewhere in the section. Velocity obfor the bridge-mounted meters at x = 0.5 are
because of a systematic error introduced by

=

the bridge piling. The maximum up tr am bot om flow
in the model i 0.01 to 0.02 m - \ which r ch to bout
x = 0.75. Although available curr nt m t r m
ur m n
(all made at lea t 1 to 2 m abov th b ) do not how
it, it is likely that up tream bottom flow occur
to the bed in a large part of th chann 1. hi i d montrated by the ide can onar ob rvation of b
form by
Sherwood et al. [1989]. B d form with landward ori nt d
lip fac e (indicative of landward mov m nt) w r found in
the bottom of the South Chann 1 during th low- flow aon a far upstream a about x = 0.6. Thu n
m
bed load sediment tran port and (inc ov rtid
minimal in the lower e tuary) pr umably n t up tr am
bottom flow occurred at depth during th low-flow a on
but were absent some di tance above the bo tom. Th
ob ervations do not definitely e tabli h wheth r thi movemen t took place on spring or neap tide or how patially
continuou it was, but at lea tome mov m nt on pring
tides is likely. Thi upport the correctn
of th mod I
prediction in Figure 4b.
Stability of Weak ly Stratified E8tuarine Flow and SpringNeap Transitions

Perhaps the most severe te t of the w akly tratified
flow model is prediction of the tidal amplitude of the
spring-neap transition. As was the ca e in th two-layer
model, it is the structure of the flow on flood which i
the cri tical factor. That i , becau e of the tronger flow
and greater shears, Rig will remain ubcritical on ebb even
when the tidal forcing i small and a weakly tratified flow
cannot be maintained on the flood. A cale argument to
determine the dependence of the spring-neap tran ition
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on external parameters can be made by assuming that
this transition occurs when the stratification correction
Scr = 1 - {3Ri g reaches zero (Rig ~ 0.21) at some critical level in the flow. To accomplish this, it is necessary
to represen t the buoyancy frequency }/2 and the shear in
terms of scaling parameters:

(gH)1/2URW 2H 2

H

1-f3R I
0 .5

·
I

Zs" -0.8 -0.7 -0.6

I I I
0

2
-g 6.p
}/ = ex: - - - - - - Po

1.0

(34a)

K;

(34b)

O.O · -....- .. ·-oo~!~
1.0
1.5
2 .0

'hom

where URis the fresh water flow velocity. The derivation
of (34b) assumes that barotropic advection dominates the
salinity defect in (27), and (24) has been used to define
L •. The assumption that Kp = Km (a turbulent Prandtl
number of unity), and equations (29b) and (29c) yield an
expression for Rig:
--

'
UR
R 't g ex: Ub
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4
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m

2

-.

2

r
UR _SW H
= 4k2cd(1
fb - U:>n)2 Ub
g

(34c)

Rig varies linearly with the nondimensional river flow

UR/Ub and inversely with the cube of nondimensional
tidal amplitude fb. In deriving this expression it has been
assumed that Km ~ Kn up to the point at which the
spring-neap transition occurs. This assumption is justified in the next paragraph.
The behavior of the model as the tidal range is decreased has been examined to obtain a prediction of the
critical tidal amplitude that may be compared to observations. This analysis requires the iterative determination
of Scr at a specified critical level. The 18% of the flow
below the maximum in the neutral eddy diffusivity profile
[Long, 1981] can be excluded from consideration in this
regard , because turbulent properties are strongly dependent on the presence of the bed, and this part of the flow
remains turbulent even when the tidal range is severely
reduced. Similarly, the outer half of the flow may become
in viscid without strongly affecting the properties of the
flow as a whole, as is demonstrated by the profile data
(e.g., Figures 6a and 6b of part 1). We are therefore concerned with the flow between roughly 18% and 50% of
depth. Three different iteration depths and a variety of
tidal ranges at each depth were used. The depths of these
were Z.
-0.6, -0.7, and -O.B. The results are quite
striking (Figure 5). Regardless of the value of Za, Scr
remains above about 0.7 so long as as the tidal range is
above a critical level. At a certain critical tidal amplitude
which depends on Za, a very small further decrease in tidal
amplitude « 0.02 m in every case) suffices to completely
extinguish turbulent mixing at the iteration depth. These
tests specify the critical tidal amplitude of the spring-neap
transition as being between 1.22 and 1.42 m. Because the
spring-neap transition takes several days during a period
when the tidal range is changing rapidly, it is not possible
to determine exactly the critical tidal amplitude from observations. Figure 1 of part 1, however, suggests a value
of between 1.1 and 1.4 m; this result constitutes a strong
confirmation of the theory.
A reviewer questioned whether the transition criterion
derived above is identical to the Ut3 / H = Pcrit criterion of
Simpson and Hunter [1974]. Indeed there is a similarity

=

Fig. 5. Stratification correction Scr versus tidal amplitude j
for three values of critical height Z$. As 1 hO decreases to a crit
level, turbulence is extinguished at Z$ (and above), leadin to
a spring-neap transition. The critical value of 1 hO is a w
function of Z$. Agreement with the observations in Figure
part 1 is excellent, as discussed in the text.

in conceptual approach: the U~ / H criterion is based
the turbulent kinetic energy balance, with dissipation
the bed taken equal to be a specified fraction of prod
tion over the water column. The remaining product
is assumed go into increasing the potential energy of
flow through the buoyancy flux. There are, however, v
differences as well. First, because the Simpson and Hu
approach is effectively based on a bulk Richardson n
ber, its critical value (equivalent to the efficiency ter
Pcrit) may vary somewhat, depending on the natur
the flow. More importantly, U~ / H contains no infor
tion concerning the buoyancy flux - this must be kn
to specify Pcrit. Determination of the buoyancy flux in
estuary requires knowledge of UR and La, and La is
of the unknowns that must be calculated by any m
of estuarine circulation. Thus the present model is clo
in a sense that the Ut3 / H = Pcrit criterion is not,
a prediction of the neap-spring transition using U~ /
not trivial, because Pcrit depends in a nonlinear man:
on the tidal range through La.
The discussion up to this point has not considered
nature of the intermediate, partially mixed state w
appears during the tidal monthly transitions. Several
sons may be advanced as to why the it lasts only a
days. First, the flushing time of the system is sufficie
short (1 to 3 days, [Neal, 1972]) relative to the tidal m
that the density field responds to the daily variation
tidal range, not to some long-term average. Second,
of the two states of the densi ty field leads directly to
other through the transition mechanisms previously
cussed. For example, the boundary layer depth scale
fined by u./(2w) is substantially greater than the dept
flow. Therefore, mixing during any single flood after
neap-spring transition should bring about a weakly st
ified state during that flood. This situation will per
more strongly on each successive tide, so long as the t
range increases. Nor is this conclusion sensitive to th
ture of the entrance density boundary condition, so
as the density difference between seawater and fresh w
is not made unrealistically large. Rather, it depends
on well-defined conditions inside the estuary. Conver
vertical mixing at mid-depth on flood is extinguishe
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stratification as tidal currents are reduced below a
tical level after the spring tide. When this occurs a
layer flow is immediately re-established because the
acial layer does not allow the transfer of turbulence
the bottom boundary to the surface. This condition
be expected to be valid on each successive tide as
tidal range decreases. It is argued more formally in
e next section that the intermediate, partially mixed
te cannot be sustained in the Columbia River because
th the buoyancy input from the river flow and the tidal
ng are too large.

4.
mplitude thO
to a critical
e). leading to
hO i a weak

in Figure 1of

ard on num-

ency term in
he nature 01
no informat be known

PARTIALLY MIXED ESTUARIES

term "partially mixed estuary" encompasses a
spectrum of shallow systems of varying size and
y Perhaps their most definite characteristics are
presence of a well-developed mean baroclinic flow and
atively weak vertical mixing. Near-bottom inward and
surface outward transports are typically much larger
the net Eulerian transport [Dyer, 1973] . We prohere a more specific definition , one based on verexchange processes: a partially mixed estuary is a
system wherein the gradient Richardson number
is large enough that boundary-induced turbulence is
ped in the interior, but wherein stratification is insufent to support a large, tidal-frequency internal circulan. It is a well-known consequence of turbulent energetthat whenever the flux Richardson number Ri, exceeds
ritical value, turbulence cannot be sustained. More, tidal-frequency, internal oscillations (and, therefore,
rous interfacial exchange driven by internal shear)
be absent from partially mixed estuaries, as from
stratified estuaries. The dynamical reasons such
llations do not exist in partially mixed estuaries are
as in section 2 - the gravitat.ional rest.oring force is
weak to sustain such an oscillation.
We suggest that the primary mechanism of vertical exge on the flood is, in the absence of boundary induced
ce and strong Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, the
interaction and consequent breaking of internal
These interactions are not absent in the weakly
atified and highly stratified regimes discussed in secns 2 and 3 and in part 1, but in both of these cases,
vertical exchange of salt and fresh water is caused
ily by other, more energetic processes. Random
ernal wave interactions become important only when
. r presence is not masked by stronger processes. This
is concerning the dominant vertical mixing procannot at present be proven, because detailed turnt flux measurements have not yet been carried out
a partially mixed estuary. Thus while there is little
. n that internal wave breaking does occur in parmixed estuaries [e.g., Sarabun et al., 1984], a comdynamical picture is not available, and it is difficult
exclude other possible mechanisms. In the absence of
ite evidence that requires the consideration of latmixing or other processes, it is desirable and correct
avoid any assumption that renders the problem fully
dimensional. Moreover, for the approximate calcuons carried out here, the major requiremen t is that
vertical eddy diffusivity be appropriately constrained
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so that vertical mixing is much weaker than in weakly
stratified estuaries.

Modelling of Partially Mixed Estuaries
The primary purposes of modelling partially mixed estuaries herein are first, to demonstrate that the partially
mixed state in the Columbia River Estuary is indeed unstable, and second, to illustrate certain qualitative differences between partially mixed and weakly stratified systems. The model used for this purpose is simply the
weakly stratified flow model, wi th a differen t treatmen t
of the eddy diffusivity. The scaling and the separation of
the baroclinic and barotropic modes is just as valid in the
partially mixed case as in weakly stratified flows, with
three possible qualifications. The first is that the mean
stratification is larger in the partially mixed case. Within
the definition of a partially mixed estuary, the perturbation parameter t j
(tl.Pv/tl.Ph)1/2 may approach, but
not exceed, unity. Thus the model remains at least approximately valid so long as the system remains partially
mixed rather than highly stratified. The second problem
is the vertical tidal advection of the mean stratification.
As the stratification becomes less uniform in the vertical, its tidal advection may become more importan t. As
a rule , however, tidal forcing is weaker in partially mixed
estuaries than in either of the classes previously considered, so the vertical advection of the mean salinity will be
neglected as before.
The final qualification involves the actual form of the
K Yn and J( p profiles and the approximate analytical method used here, which assumes a vertically uniform eddy diffusivity. Gargett and Holloway [1984] and Gargett [1984J
have argued on the basis of both scaling argumen ts and
data that the effective mass diffusivity in a random internal wave mixing regime is inversely dependent on the
stability frequency N, so that Kp = aoN- p. The constant ao is environment-dependent, and p may be 1/2 or
1, depending on the form of the vertical velocity variance
in the internal wave field. This relationship implies that
the eddy diffusivity should vary over the depth of flow,
being larger near the bed and surface, where N is small,
and small in the interior. In reality, Kp and J(Yn approach
their boundary layer values near the bed and are limited
by the -eddy scale near the free surface. However, the relevant vertical exchange processes are not yet sufficiently
well understood to formulate a detailed model of KYn and
J( p for the partially mixed state. In the absence of such a
model , there is little point in using numerical integration
to make detailed predictions for the partially mixed state .

=

Model Predictions
The first issue explored wi th the model is the stability of
the partially mixed state in the Columbia River Estuary.
To demonstrate that the partially mixed state is unstable
in the Columbia River Estuary because the buoyancy input (the river floW) is too large, a precise value of Km and
Kp is not required. Scaling arguments based on (23) and
(28a) suggest that if baroclinic advection dominates the
salinity defect, the nondimensional vertical density difference is
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where ~Po is the density difference between fresh and salt
water. Thus ~Pv/ Po is (for a turbulent Prandtl number
of unity) proportional to the square of the nondimensional
river flow and the inverse fourth power of Kp (equation
(35» or, if barotropic advection dominates the salinity
defect, the inverse square (equation (34a» of Kp. A minimum estimate of the stratification then requires only an
upper limit on Km = Kp. This may be found by estimating N 2 ~ 0.005 s- 2, assuming uniform stratification and
a top-to-bottom salinity difference of 10 ppt. This underestimates N at mid-depth and so overestimates K p' Conservative tracer and salt budget methods applied to fjords
suggest a Kp of between about 8 X 10- 7 and 3 X 10- 6 m 2
S-1 for this N [Gargett, 1984]. These values of the mass
diffusivity are almost certainly too small for a tidal flow,
emphasizing the sensitivity of ao to the specific environment. Pritchard [1967] has used the salt balance in the
James River Estuary to estimate Kp ~ 0.5 to 8 x IO- 4 m 2
s1 as a function of depth in a partially mixed estuary.
These estimates are difficult to interpret in that they are
based on tidal-cycle averages in a system with substantial tidal-cycle variation. Moreover, the tidal advective
contribution to the horizontal salt flux is neglected, introducing an error of unknown magnitude. If the tidal
advective salt transport were inward, however, this would
reduce the calculated value of Kp.
To achieve an overestimate of the mixing, K m and K p
were specified in different runs as 1, 4, 10, and 20 X 10- 4
m 2 s -1. The result in every case except the last was a
predicted top-to-bottom stratification much greater than
the density difference between fresh water and seawater.
Only with Km
20 x IO- 4 m 2 s-1 was the predicted
vertical salinity difference reduced to about 30 ppt. The
model suggests, then, that as soon as bottom boundary
turbulence is incapable of penetrating into the flow, the
stratification will become large enough that a two-layer
flow is again possible. Further, (35) shows that given fixed
values of Ub, H, and ~po/ Po, it is the strong river flow
relative to the tidal flow that renders the partially mixed
state unstable in the Columbia River during the springneap transition. The partially mixed state is also unstable, however, during periods of increasing tidal range, i.e.,
during the neap-spring transition. This can also be understood in terms of (35). Given fixed values of
H, and
~po/ Po, Ub is too large and thus m 2 = (wH2)/(2Km) too
small to sustain a partially mixed state.
The qualitative properties of the partially mixed regime
may be investigated by taking a value of within the range
found by Pritchard [1967] and reducing the river flow and
tidal forcing relative to the Columbia River Estuary. Figures 6a and 6b show the mean density and velocity fields
for a system of the same depth as the Columbia, but with
a tidal amplitude of 1 m, a river flow velocity of 10- 3 m
s-1, and Km equal to 0.0004 m 2 s-1. The result is topto- bottom stratification of abou t 9 ppt in mid-estuary and
upstream bottom flows of up to 0.07 m s-1. The salinity
intrusion length is also enhanced relative to the weakly
stratified case; L. ~ 50 km, and the upstream limit of
salinity intrusion on flood is at km-70. As before, net upstream flow is found at the surface, where water is present
only on flood. There is also an apparent anomaly in the
flow near the upstream limits of salinity intrusion. This
arises because of the difference in eddy diffusivities between the estuary and the river, where Km = 0.032 m 2

=
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Fig. 6. ( a) Predictions of residual salinity and (b) along-ch
component of velocity for a hypothetical, partially mixed es UaJ')'
with tidal forcing similar to the Columbia, but with a river flow
smaller by 2 orders of magnitude. Stratification, salinity int
OIl
length, and net upstream bottom flow are greatly increased re1ative to Figure 4. The structure of the velocity contours betweem
x = 1.1 and x = 1.3 is caused by a strong flood-ebb difference in
Km and therefore in vertical momentwn transfer.
S-1 (from (29a) to (29c». The flood and ebb vel ·i),
profile profiles are then very different in the reach where
salt is present on flood but not on ebb.
5.

DISCUSSION

The baroclinic residual force balance, salinity equa lOB,
and solutions considered here (equations (22) to (28» bear
a strong formal resemblance to those used in earlie 1vestigations of the interaction of the time-average de
)'
and salinity fields by Rattray and Han8en [1962], Ha ••
and Rattray [1965], Hamilton and Rattray [1978J, 0 ",
[1976], Chatwin [1976]' Oey [1984]' and Prandle [1 86].
Our application of these equations to the weakly stratdlecl
and partially mixed regimes differs, however, in se
physically important ways from earlier treatments. Fir i,
arbitrary constants have been eliminated through th
of a barotropic tidal model. The horizontal tidal s R·
ity dispersion term found in earlier models is explicJtlr
represen ted by a tidal salinity-velocity correlation. The
vertical eddy diffusivity in the weakly stratified c
I.
urtderstood to represent turbulent mixing in a stra fled
boundary layer and has been specified using boundat)'
layer methods. Vertical mixing in partially mixed es
ies is much weaker than in weakly stratified systems. T e
most probable mechanism in this case is random i ternal wave interactions, as specified by Gargett [1984J, ud
Gargett and Holloway [1984J. Second, it is exactly tllil
relation of vertical mixing to specific physical proc
which allows the distinction between partially mixe
d
weakly stratified systems to be drawn. More detailed
ysis of salt transport mechanisms [Jay, 1987] shows
baroclinic transport of water and salt is unimporta
the weakly stratified case. The salt in the weakly tra~
ified state therefore acts, except for its role in m dlfying the vertical eddy diffusivity, as an essen tially p
ve
contaminant. So long as Rig remains subcritical,
a1ical mixing is strong and the stratification and re idual
circulation arise almost entirely from barotropic n
Rearities. It is only when the stratification becomes
as
enough to severely limit the penetration of the bou dary
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r turbulence into the flow that the baroclinic ad vecis important. This is the partially mixed case. The
nger the stratification, the weaker the mixing and the
importan t the role of baroclinic advection in driving
layer flow and in the salt balance [Jay , 19871.
rd, the scaling indicates that vertical advection of
salinity field by the tidal and mean flows is relatively
portan t in both weakly stratified and partially mixed
• 0
= 0 for all x, and the only mean vertical
city arises from the barotropic flow. If topography
to be represented in the model, OWl would certainly
nzero, but the small vertical separation of inward
outward salt transports [Jay and Smith, 1989] argues
nst the importance of entrainment in the prototype.
.
the analysis of estuarine residual flow in its proper
as a branch of long-wave theory indicates the oriof this property - the ratio of vertical to horizontal
'ties must be small because of the disparity in vert id horizon tal length scales. Finally, because the tidal
is explicitly treated, it is possible to predict the tidal
litude at which the spring-neap transition occurs.
eration of residual flow in the weakly stratified case
differs significantly from that in the two-layer case
1). First, bottom boundary-induced turbulence,
than Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, is the primary
of the vertical exchange. This minimizes the ebbasymmetry, so long as both flood and ebb currents
ong enough to allow robust mixing. Second, in the
ce of 0(1) baroclinic wavelike motion in a weakly
fied flow, tidal-cycle advection of the isopycnals is
ically unimportant because the density forcing is
ally and temporally nearly constant. Third, the inmass transport that occurs in a two-layer flow is
t. In short, the major tidal-frequency mechanisms
g about residual flow in the two-layer case are abin the weakly stratified case. The result is a sub. ally weaker residual circulation and, relative to the
stratified case, very Ii ttle upstream bottom flow.
'dual flow is essentially the outward river flow plus
compensating for the inward Stokes drift.
regard to the ebb-flood asymmetry, the harmonic
position employed in the weakly stratified case leads
tidal flow in which the tidal velocity field is everyperfectly reversing. This means that the ebb-flood
etry is synonymous wi th the zero-frequency O( €)
al circulation. In this respect, the theory agrees
the Hansen and Rattray [1965] model and other
theories. It agrees with the barotropic residual
eration theories in that the convective nonIinearare primarily responsible for generating this zerocy flow mode. The weakly stratified flow theory
ed here is, furthermore, realistic in the sense that
the observed and predicted upstream bottom flow
'dual shear are much smaller than in the two-layer
It falls short as a description of reali ty, however, in
does not fully account for the flood-ebb difference
dary shear stress and thus in the velocity profiles
from the influence of the mean flow. There are
ble remedies to this shortcoming. One is to inan ebb-flood asymmetry directly into the tidal
determining separate ebb and flood eddy diffuiteratively. These would depend, in part, .on ~he
e of the resid ual flow. The other is to begm WJ th
integrated model, akin to that used in part

Wl
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1, and use it to determine the contribution of tidal cycle
variations in bottom stress to the residual flow. This adds
another forcing term to the residual momentum balance
and would alter the salinity defect as well.
6.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A perturbation method based on long-wave theory has
been used herein to develop analytical models of flows in
weakly stratified and partially mixed estuaries. The flows
in these systems can be considered as the sum of weakly
interacting barotropic and baroclinic modes. Only the
barotropic mode contributes to the dominant tidal frequency flow, so the barotropic flow is nearly independent
of the baroclinic flow. The barotropic flow is essentially
that analyzed by Ianniello [1977 a, b], in which the finite
amplitude of the tidal wave drives an inward Stokes drift
that is compensated by zero-frequency Eulerian flow. The
internal vertical, buoyant restoring force is weak, and the
baroclinic flow is degenerate in that an 0(1) baroclinic
wave is absent. The O(€d baroclinic flow is driven by
the nearly uniform horizontal density gradient and resembles the "central regime" first described by Hansen and
Rattray [1965].
The primary difference between weakly stratified and
partially mixed estuaries concerns the dominant vertical
exchange mechanism for salt and fresh water on the flood,
the decisive part of the tidal cycle for the evolution of
the residual flow. In weakly stratified flows, the shear
is large enough relative to the stratification that bottom
boundary-induced turbulent mixing may extend throughout most of the flow, being small only near the free surface,
where the shear vanishes. In partially mixed estuaries, in
contrast, strong turbulent mixing is confined by the stratification to a part of the flow near the bed; mixing in the
interior is therefore weak even on flood. We hypothesize
that the dominant mechanism producing this weak mixing
is random internal wave mixing, but the exact identity of
the mechanism is less important than its weakness. The
presen t analysis differs from earlier studies of residual flow
in two major respects. First, advection of salt by both the
tidal and mean flows is treated directly. Second, this explicit representation of the tidal flow allows the arbitrary
constants that have been used to describe horizontal and
vertical transfer of mass and salt by the tidal circulation
to be eliminated.
Two major factors distinguish the flows described
herein from the highly stratified case analyzed in part 1.
First, the tidal-frequency baroclinic flow is strong (0(1»
in highly stratified or salt wedge flows, but only O(€) in
weakly stratified and partially mixed estuaries. Second,
because stratification damps bottom boundary-induced
turbulence in the interfacial layer, the dominant mechanism causing the vertical exchange of water and salt in
salt wedges is Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities on the interface between the two layers. This mixing mechanism is
unimportant in weakly stratified and partially mixed estuaries because of the absence of a strong, tidal-frequency
internal oscillation to provide the requisite shear. Mixing
is therefore weaker in salt wedges than in weakly stratified estuaries, but still stronger than in partially mixed
systems.
A uniform channel model based on our analysis of the
weakly stratified state successfully predicts residual velocity and salinity distributions in the Columbia River Estu-
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ary for low-flow spring tides. This model also correctly
predicts the critical tidal amplitude at which the system
returns to a highly stratified state after the spring tide.
This transition occurs when stratification becomes strong
enough that turbulent mixing can no longer be maintained
in the interior. A similar model of the partially mixed condition shows that it can have only a transient existence in
the Columbia River Estuary, because the river flow and
tidal forcing are both too large. As soon as turbulen t mixing is suppressed in the interior during periods of decreasing tidal forcing, the system again becomes highly stratified. Conversely, whenever internal mixing by KelvinHelmholtz instabilities destroys the two layer flow during periods of increasing tidal range, bottom boundaryinduced turbulent mixing can penetrate throughout the
flow, allowing the establishmen t of a weakly stratified system. The model further shows that an estuary similar
to the Columbia River Estuary, but with a smaller tidal
range and river flow reduced by 2 orders of magnitude,
would be partially mixed.
Finally, the generality of the analysis of estuarine residual flow presented herein and in part 1 has been enhanced
by development of a classification system for narrow and
shallow estuaries [Jay and Smith, 1988]. This system uses
two classification parameters. The first is a barotropic
Froude number FT(= fb). It is a measure of the tendency of the surface tide to generate residual flow via
barotropic, finite amplitude wave mechanisms. These increase directly with FT. The second is an internal Froude
number FB based on the tidal excursion of the density
field. It is equivalent to the expansion parameter for the
baroclinic flow in part 1 and thus to the inverse of
as defined herein. Maximum nonlinearity and, therefore,
maximum generation of residual flow by nonlinearities associated with advection of the density field are achieved
with an FB of 1. This is also the value of FB that separates highly stratified estuaries from those that are weakly
stratified or partially mixed . The distinction between partially mixed and weakly stratified estuaries is based on
expression of the Richardson number Rig in (34c) as a
relationship between FT and FB'
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